
Bhakta Bahadur Syangtan
Radio namobuddha 106.7 MHz,

Dhulikhel, Nepal

Community Radio & Weather Cast 



Geographical Diversity of Coverage Area
Mountain:  Langtang mountain 

range (Langtang Lirung: highest 
peak 7227 m.), Gaurishanker
7,134 meter. and many small 
peaks.

Hills: Timal, Sailung, Kalinchok, 
Mahabharat

Rivers: Sunkoshi, Bhotekhoshi, 
Indrawati, Tamakoshi

Forest: Langtang National Park  
and Gaurishankar
Conservation Area 

Plain Land and Valley: Panchkhal
(Hight: 827Mit, , Melamchi, 
Banepa-Panauti-Balthali



Cultural Diversity:

� Indigenous: Sherpa, Tamang,
Hyolmo, Magar, Newar,
Danuwar, Majhi, Pahari,(
Socially and culturally different
in each other . They have
different language, culture,
religion , life style and world
view . They are practically
attaché to nature .)

� High-Cast group: Bhramhin
and Chetri .

� Dalit (Untouchable; so called
low cast): Damai, Kami, Sarki,

� 64% people involved in
Agriculture.



� Authorization: Information 
and Communication Ministry 
of Nepal.

� Ownership : Run by the 
community for the 
Community. 

Community Radio



Radio Namobuddha 106.7MHz 
� Established       :  28Sep, 2006
� Slogan                : Voice of Peace and 

Prosperity. . 
� Broadcast Local language: 8 Local  

languages  (Nepali, Tamang, Newari, 
Danuwar, Majhi, Hyolmo,Magar And 
Sherpa) 

� It can reach door to door in the community 
to collect their voices on their concern 
issues. 

� Given High Priority to the people those are 
living in the coverage areas

� Issues priorities     : Promoting local 
languages and Culture,  Social and Gender 
equality, Environment  preservation and 
sustainable  local development, Right to 
Information,  local product and economic 
Emphasize, Good Governance, Education 
and Health, Agriculture, Human Rights and 
Peace .  

� Affiliation :  ACORAB     :  Association of 
Community Radio Broadcasters,  Nepal . 

� :   AMARC      : World Association of 
Community Radio Broadcasters



Weather Concern Communities 
Rainfall and Hail-storm: 
People mostly depend on 
agriculture. No systematic 
irrigation facilities. 
Cultivation depend on 
rainfall except in the land 
on the bank of rives. 



Snowfall, Ice lake burst and Avalanche  

The living and livelihood
of the People (Sherpa and
Tamang) of the mountain
affect by snowfall, Ice
lake burst and avalanche.
They generally do season
migration accordingly.



Flooding, land-sliding, Ice lake burst: 

The settlement and
livelihood of some particular
ethnic groups like Majhi and
Danuwar are connected with
rivers. Their traditional
professions are fishing and
boating in the rivers
(Sunkoshi, Bhotekoshi and
Indrawati). They always need
to know the weather
condition. The people living
on the bank of river are in
risk of flooding, Ice lake
brust and increasing the
level of water etc.



Icefall, Flooding and Avalanche (Tourism Activities affection): 

� One of the popular trekking and tourism destination is
Langtang – Helambu region. Trekking and
Mountaineering activities will be always affected by
those disasters. Flooding affect to rafting activities.

� Earthquake: The region lies on earthquake risk line.
The devastating earthquake of April 2015 damaged
mostly in the area.



Weather forecast Bulletin 

We air two weather forecast
in daily news bulletin. First
we air the weather forecast
at 8am's every morning in
our news bulletin. This
weather forecast
Information is collected
from the Nepal Hydrology
and meteorology
Department.

�



In second round we broadcast the weather report in
Four local languages (Tamang, Newari, Majhi and
Danuwar) which is collected from the local weather
record stations (Daraune Pokhari and Teen Piple) .
This local information is generally about the last day's
rain fall and temperature.



Radio Program on Environment & Climate Change

In addition to these
weather news
bulletin, we have two
weekly programs on
'Environment and
climate change'.
They are “Jalbayu ra
Jeevan"(Climate and
Life) and "Jal, Jamin
ra Jeevan"(Water,
land and Life).



Program Production 

� Collection of the local
voices on the issues of
climate change and Bio
diversity.

� Interviewing the local
knowledge holders and
the experts

� The program also focuses
on farmers' experience
about climate change and
its impact on agriculture.



� Discussion about the impact of famine, nutrition and 
epidemic diseases brought by climate change with 
medical practitioners.

� Also focus on the use of herbal medicine in local level 
with the local experts and their accessibility.

� Local traditional profession like Majhi, (the river 
fisherman) is on the verge of displacement.



Challenges
� The forecast provided from the weathercast system of Meteorological 

Department of Nepal Government is not that trustworthy for the people. In 
many instances the forecast does not match the local weather condition.  

Forecasted local weather
Clear  Cloudy     
Sunny Raining
Cloudy Windy

� Most of the listeners living in radio coverage areas speak their own 
language. They demand the weather information in their own respective 
languages as they do not understand the Technical terminology related to 
weathercast. Example 'humidity'. 

� Our biggest challenge is to disseminate the correct information about rain 
and hail and local weather at the time of plantation and at the collection of 
the crops. 

� We have been trying to provide the information on the way the local people 
can understand as much as people by using local language.



Future Plan

� To Create a local level forum between the local knowledge holders
and experts from the Universities, Government offices and NGOs

� This forum will help to form a 'ethno-science' Interaction among
the local knowledge holders, weather experts, journalist working on
this issues etc.. It will help in building the Indigenous Knowledge and
skills for the promotion and conservation of the forest and
biodiversity of the community. (IK,(Indigenous
Knowledge)±SK(Scientific Knowledge)ÖAK, (Appropriate Knowledge)

� Production of awareness Song and radio drama (15min) about
climate change and global warming in at least four different local
languages.

� In future production of a short documentary on the issues of
climate change and Biodiversity. This will help in the promotion of
indigenous knowledge of different communities. We hope to show
this at the community level.



Thank You ÛÛ


